
  

    

The Consensus Building Institute (CBI), Canada 

The Civil Society Advisory Group (CSAG) 

The PWYP-International Secretariat, London-United Kingdom 

The EITI-International Secretariat, Oslo-Norway 

6th June, 2019 

Re: Objection against Oxfam as nominee by the CSAG to represent Africa Subcontinent, 

Anglophone and Lusaphone Africa Region Civil Society as EITI CSO Board Representative 

We the underlisted leaders from African CSOs, after serious reflection, consultation and evaluation do 

hereby object the nomination of Oxfam (or its employee-Ms Elyvin Nkhonjera) to represent Civil society 

for Africa subcontinent and Anglophone-Lusaphone subregion as EITI CSO Board representative as 

nominated and presented by the CSAG. Our objections are based on the following grounds 

1. Oxfam is an International Organization and therefore its employee (Ms. Elyvin) in our view 

cannot represent or speak on behalf of African CSOs, let alone the Anglophone and Lusaphone 

subregion.  

 

We are aware that the EITI Articles of Association state that Board representation is based on 

personal merit but this principle was defied and altered when CSO EITI Board candidates were 

requested to present their candidature through their organizations affiliations and to pick 

endorsements from their national and regional CSO networks. By default, this process became an 

organization representation rather than an individual representation. The same principles and 

spirit have been applied to candidates from the other subregions.  Therefore, Ms Elyvin as an 

employee, is clearly an Oxfam representative (just the way the other candidates are). 

 

2. With this proposed nomination Africa has effectively lost two seats.  In the outgoing EITI Board 

Africa subcontinent was represented by three seats.  These results show that one seat has been 

lost to Asia and the other replaced by Oxfam, an INGO.   We question the motive, rationale and 

purpose of this handwork. We have looked at other regions and don’t see the same game at play.  

Clearly, this is unfair, Africa has been undermined, given a bad deal and this is totally 

unacceptable. 

 

3. With this selection and nomination list, INGOs appear to dominate the EITI Board as follows: 

NRGI (USA& Canada), Global Witness (Europe), OSF (Eurasia) and Oxfam (Africa).  The 

results may suggest that somehow the subcontinents have been partitioned by INGOs for 

effective control. We are not sure what image and message this portrays. 

 

4. We have also noticed that this selection exercise had some peculiar irregularities and conflicts of 

interest as some organizations which were represented on the CSAG at the same time presented 

candidates for selection. Candidates from these organizations have been selected. This was 



  

    

clearly a conflict of interest, which should have been avoided before the process started, as it may 

have given unfair advantage of some candidates over others. We are told that CSAG 

representatives from these organization excused themselves from voting but this was too late into 

the process since they had participated in interviewing other candidates. An irregularity in the 

process had already been identified and brought to the attention of CBI during the CSAG election 

process where by some candidates received more votes than others because of the differences in 

the sizes and numbers of MSG members from different countries. 

We must state it clearly, that this is neither a personal vendetta against Ms Elyvin nor is it an attack 

against Oxfam as an organization. This is a matter of principle and our affirmation that the rules of 

fairness that we all claim to subscribe to should be followed and adhered to the later. 

Oxfam, as an international organization is aware of the precarious situation that itself and other 

international organizations have faced on the African continent and in this subregion.  We are aware of 

the allegations of interferences and forced closures by African governments of some INGO offices which 

has made it difficult for them to operate in some African countries.  

Cognizant of their mandate, Oxfam and other INGOs alike have over the last years strategically worked 

through local partners as facilitators, taking a behind the scenes position and supporting local 

organizations to take up the challenge. We are convinced that this is the best approach to follow. 

Clearly, having Oxfam as a CSO representative for the African subcontinent and Anglophone-Lusaphone 

subregion will be unfair, and a slap in the face of African CSOs. This undermines the capacity of African 

CSOs to be represented in the global space, an effort that we have fought for and taken time to build up.  

The outcomes of this selection exercise, if not reversed will immediately resonate and affirm the 

arguments or narrative that was put forward and widely circulated by Mr Eric Joyce and his colleagues 

from the Extractive Industries Civil Society (EICS) in Lima, when they argued that EITI did not represent 

Africa’s views and its CSO Board agenda was largely driven by CSOs from the North.  

Further, this selection if not rescinded will confirm the views by most African governments and critics 

who have constantly bashed at local CSOs as international agents, peddling western interests. African 

governments have constantly argued that the EITI was a foreign outfit, alien to the African continent and 

not designed to defend and advance African interests but a conduit with ulterior motives. 

With these views and circumstances, Oxfam (or its employee) will have difficulties engaging with 

indigenous CSOs on the continent and with African governments on behalf or defense of African 

indigenous CSOs. 

At a time when Civil Society is going through turbulent times on the continent and we as members of the 

EITI global CSO movement are claiming to defend Civic space, this selection, if not reversed , may be 

interpreted that  INGOs are competing for space and closing civic space for indigenous African CSOs to 

articulate their concerns at the EITI. This will be contradictory to what we have been fighting for. 

As African CSO leaders, we do not want to start believing these narratives by what we see and even 

question our conviction of what the EITI and this CSO movement stands for. 



  

    

With these observation and concerns, we demand the following actions to be taken 

1. That Oxfam’s (or its employee- Ms Elyvin) candidature is withdrawn and replaced by a candidate 

from an Indigenous African CSO.  Even, with gender considerations, we are aware that there 

were competent female candidates from indigenous organizations from the African Continent and 

this sub region (some with multilingual-English and Portuguese competencies) who can be 

considered. 

 

2. This EITI CSO Board selection process should be evaluated and if found wanting on a balance of 

acceptable standards, it should be quashed in its entirety and repeated again.  

 

3.  The CBI and CSAG considers this matter seriously and address it expeditiously otherwise, the 

delegates from the African subcontinent and this subregion may choose to take up this matter on 

the floor of the EITI General Assembly. 

We still want to think that this was an unfortunate oversight that can be rectified. By not addressing this 

concern and clear abnormally, the CSAG and the entire selection exercise risks to be ridiculed and CBI 

risks to dent its integrity and image as an independent organization. 

At a time when we have worked hard to avoid the ugly Lima Fiasco, it is unfortunate that given the 

awkward circumstances that we find ourselves in after this selection exercise, we cannot rule out the 

possibility of these ugly scenes repeating themselves in Paris. 

We look forward to your action and hope you will wisely consider our demands. 

Name:                                 Organisation: 

1. Faith Nwandishi, Koyenum Immalah Foundation/Coordinator-Women in Extractives, Nigeria.  

2. Racheal Chagonja, Hakirasilimali Civil Society Platform-PWYP, Tanzania  

3. Moses Kulaba, Governance and Economic Policy Centre, Tanzania 

4. Charles Wanguhu, Kenya Civil Society Platform on Oil and Gas, Kenya 

5. Camilo Nhancale, KUWUKA JDA, Mozambique  

6. Fatima Mimbire, CIP, Mozambique 

7. Zelda Cossa, Conselho Cristäo de Moçambique, Mozambique 

8. Ikal Ang’elei-Friends of Turkana, Kenya 

9. Marcos Pereira, Centro Terra Viva -Estudos e Advocacia Ambiental, Mozambique 

10. Emmanuel Stephen Manteaw, Integrated Social Development (ISODEC), Ghana 

 

 

 

 


